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Why industry standards are pivotal
by Henk de Vries and Jan van den Ende

History is strewn with products – some even technically
superior – that markets have eventually rejected because they
lacked industry acceptance and approval. What can businesses
do to prevent this?

recommended to maintain this flexibility,
allowing participants to propose
modifications, such as upgrades.
Importantly, adaptations of standards
over time should not be considered an
unwanted side-effect, but an integral
part of the standardisation process – a

We are all familiar with the ubiquitous

their company standards as de facto

USB plug and socket that allow us

standards. Then there are industries

This concept of flexibility is

to easily connect devices, such as

where proprietary standards co-

paradoxical since standards aim

external hard drives, memory sticks,

exist, such as in the games market

at creating sustained compatibility

printers and cameras, to our PCs.

where Nintendo, Sony and Microsoft

between different technologies, and

Now, if there was no industry standard,

dominate, and the smart phone market

therefore stability in the markets – while

manufacturers may not have had

– with Apple’s own standard competing

flexibility creates instability. However,

the necessary economy of scale to

with Android – an open one.

this flexibility can also stimulate pro-

make it financially viable to have their
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part that should be carefully managed.

standard support, thus promoting

products USB-ready and we would

Be flexible

have all lost out. That is the power of

The process of establishing a product

flexibility can enhance both network

industry standards.

standard and getting it formally

size and diversity, which in turn will
further affect this flexibility.

stability in the longer term. In addition,

A standard is a set of requirements

accepted by industry starts with creating

that specifies how entities should

a network of interested stakeholders

A case where flexibility played

interact to enable them to function

to design, develop and promote the

a decisive role is in the standards

together. Standards vary in complexity,

particular standard. Which network

battle involving Blu-ray and HD-DVD.

scale and span, from dealing with

finally wins will depend on the amount

In 1998, the market introduction in

safety, quality or environmental issues,

of industry support and the willingness

Japan and the USA of commercial,

to dictating how the various physical and

of manufacturers to apply the standard

high-definition television created

logical components in a road-pricing

to their products, and customer interest

the need for a commonly accepted,

system communicate with each other.

in them.

inexpensive way to record and play
high-definition content.

Crucially, multi-stakeholder-supported

Our recent research shows that

(versus proprietary) standards have

it is important to also involve a variety

Two standards competed for

a better chance of being accepted

of manufacturers and sometimes

dominance: Blu-ray and HD-DVD. In

and deployed.

professional

the

2008, Blu-ray became dominant. The

There are exceptions. As we have

development of the standard, and,

size and diversity of the two competing

seen with IBM and Microsoft in the

if necessary, to adapt it to their

networks were initially similar, but

past, “monopolies” can use their

requirements. This can be done to

the dynamics of the processes and

influence and dominance to impose

attract new participants. It is also

the market shares of the network

customers

in

members in their respective industries

required speed also depends on what
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were different. Some of Blu-ray’s

the competing standards alliances, if
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new members requested several
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substantial changes to the standard.

Creating

a
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network
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These changes also served to attract

structure, in which activities related to

new members, particularly IT and film

modifying the standard are separated
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Start with just a few industry players

new ideas. Reasons enough to be well-

with essential know-how and create an

prepared and involved: you cannot,
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for broad market acceptance and to

business.
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competing alliance. Thus, the process
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